Abstract: This study was undertaken to investigate the macroeconomics of agricultural economics using secondary data collected from different sources to appraise results in the course of the research. The analysis was to determine the macroeconomic contribution of agricultural economics to national growth and development. The survey revealed that agricultural economics helps to enhance investment, employment, trade, foreign exchange earnings, government revenue, food security, technological innovation, economic growth and development. In addition, in all contributions to the gross domestic product (GDP), agriculture is most vital, because no work or thought can be exercised without the release of energy which comes from food. The following recommendations are proffered to increase the influence of agricultural economics on the macroeconomics of a national economy: the monetary policy rate (MPR) or discount rate (DR) should be reduced to 0-2% to enhance agricultural production, tax revenues, exports, employment, food security, technological innovation, and the GDP.
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1. Introduction

Agricultural economics is the scientific study of how to effectively and efficiently utilize and allocate scarce agricultural resources in order to satisfy insatiable human and animal needs and wants [1]. Macroeconomics is the scientific study of economics at the aggregate level; it’s the scientific study of the overall performance of the economy [4].

Agricultural economics is a branch of economics, which is majorly divided into microeconomics and macroeconomics. The predilection of this article is to discover how agricultural economics contributes to macroeconomics towards national growth and development via: investment; employment; trade, foreign exchange earnings and government revenue; food security; technological innovation; and economic growth and development.

2. Objective

The objective of this article is to determine the macroeconomic contribution of agricultural economics to national growth and development.

3. Investment

Agricultural economists are policy makers in the agricultural field. Meaning, they come with policies which will expand agricultural productivity and farm incomes. The surplus output and farm incomes encourage subsequent investments by the agricultural investors (farmers and speculators) into the financial and real investment sectors of the economy. This totality of investments: agriculture, financial, and real, eventually expand government revenue via taxes, and the gross domestic product (GDP). However, the aforementioned can only be achieved when the monetary policy rate (MPR) or discount rate (DR) is reduced to 0-2% to enhance agricultural production, tax revenues, exports, employment, food security, technological innovation, and the GDP.

4. Employment

Implementation of easy-money and free enterprise policies expand employment in the agricultural sector on a grand scale, thus healing to a great extent the
unemployment syndrome of governments worldwide. They also encourage to a very great extent freedom of ideas, which exude a very vibrant and resilient society, characteristic of sustainable leadership, and devoid of authoritarian, parochial leadership.

Investors in nations with high unemployment rates have been for a very long time finding it very difficult to access funds for agricultural investments to expand agricultural incomes and farm production. With the implementation of easy-money and free enterprise policies, while ensuring adequate inflation-management measures, employment in the agricultural sector will increase in nations with unemployment constraints.

5. Trade, Foreign Exchange Earnings and Government Revenue

Trade with foreign nations increase, on the agricultural aspect, when agricultural output increases due to the influence of agricultural economics, as a result of the implementation of easy-money and free enterprise policies. Foreign exchange earnings follow suit in increment, along with government revenues via taxes on agricultural products: crops and animals.

6. Food Security

One of Governments’ challenges for a protracted period has always been the inability to achieve food security. This has been as a result of their tight-money-policies and their excessive social projects, which are inimical to prevailing free enterprise management style, prevalent in international communities of developed natures.

When governments implement an easy-money-policy, complemented with a free enterprise policy, agricultural productivity would increase, with subsequent attainment of food security.

7. Technological Innovation

Being encapsulated by a policy formulation spirit to achieve macroeconomic stability as regards the agricultural climate, agricultural economics immensely contributes towards the innovation of agricultural technologies, for example, improved seed varieties, greenhouse farming, farm machinery, etc.

It is the sole function of agricultural economics to continually seek for new ideas on how to expand agricultural productivity and farm incomes, with commensurate extension, through extension science, of improved agricultural technologies to areas low in productivity and incomes to spring up development in these areas.

8. Economic Growth and Development

Economic growth simply refers to the successive expansion of the GDP, while development refers to the effective and efficient establishment of social infrastructures and economic policies within the socioeconomic system, which gives rise to the successive expansion of the GDP. Insubstantial development leads to low GDPs.

The GDP is arrived at through a simple mathematical formula: GDP = C + G + I + X (Where, C = Consumer purchases, G = Government purchases, I = Domestic investment, X = Net exports). Agricultural economics is reflected in the four factors of the GDP. As captured under technological innovation, the implementation of favourable agricultural policies on the agricultural enterprise expands consumer agricultural purchases, government agricultural purchases, domestic agricultural investment and agricultural net exports, which all summatively and successively expand the annual GDP, while enhancing development in the process.

9. Conclusion

This study deals with the macroeconomic contribution of agricultural economics to national growth and development. The issues discussed in this article were based on the review of relevant literature.

The study revealed that agricultural economics significantly contributes to the macroeconomic status of nations, like Nigeria, via investment; employment; trade, foreign exchange earnings and government revenue; food security; technological innovation; and economic growth and development.

In addition, nations like the United States of America, China, Falkland Islands, etc. have benefitted from the role of agricultural economics in their economies towards achieving macroeconomic stability in their nations and economies. Their GDPS have appreciated, government revenues have risen to magnificent levels and export earnings have seen positive turnarounds.

Every nation works to expand her revenue base to meet the teeming demands of her people or populations, the macroeconomics of agricultural economics expands the revenue base of government significantly via many resources, based on the fact that one cannot work or think without eating.

Investing in agricultural economics, which is the foundation of economies world over, also significantly causes the macroeconomic social and economic indicators to appreciate.

From the findings of this study, the following conclusion can be drawn that agricultural economics significantly contributes to the macroeconomics of a nation towards national growth and development.

The following recommendation is made:

The Monetary Policy Rate (MPR) or discount rate (DR) should be reduced to 0-2% to enhance agricultural production, tax revenues, exports, employment, food security, technological innovation, and the GDP.
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